For Functional Planning . . . Plan on

Compare Rapidex with any other structural floor or roof system . . . compare it for durability, beauty, fire resistance, speed and economy of installation. Then consider RAPIDEX’S impressive insulating and acoustical properties. You’ll come to the same conclusion that so many architects and builders have already reached: Here is a superior product . . . by any standard. RAPIDEX sales and engineering personnel are always available to answer your questions or to help find the solution to your special construction problems.
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Have you investigated Banes MONOPANL

Here is an aluminum and steel plank insulated with 2" Fiberglas. Monopanl, an industrial-commercial wall panel developed by Butler in collaboration with Reynolds Aluminum Company, will outperform any other panel of its kind. It will span 60'. It is unexcelled for heat retention. Its heavy neoprene joint sealing means no metal-to-metal contact. There are no visible fasteners. Use Monopanl with your Butler Building designs or on conventional buildings, for we believe it is tops in good looks as well! For specific facts and demonstration call the Banes Co., exclusive dealer for Monopanl in New Mexico.